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In this research we are going to unveil some of the treasures,
jewels and pearls in miraculous sea of the Holy Quran of
which its wonders and miracles that don't stop to chase us:
It was scientifically proved undoubtedly that the Holy Quran
spoke about many scientific and universal facts 14 centuries
ago before they were discovered and known by modern
science.

We will live through this research with some facts the Holy
Quran told us about or guided us to follow them and we will
see that Quran spoke about these facts in a very scientific
accurate language using Court of linguistic and very precise
scientific expressions, proving the Quran's God's true words,
and that prophet Mohammad (PBUH) didn't speak of his
own accord but was inspired and dedicated by God's words
and blessing.

AL ZABAH or the Muslim method of slaying animals for
food is an embodiment of Muslim conception of food
hygiene and humaneness towards animals. This conception
is based on what Allah the Creator of man, and in this
context animal, revealed through His chosen persons Adam,
Noah, Ibrahim (Abraham), Musa (Moses), Eisa (Jesus)
And Mohammed SAS. The conception is neither national,
notional, commercial nor Mohammedan. Practice of
Prophet Jesus was the same as that of his predecessors
Musa and patriarch Ibrahim (peace be upon them) and
hence different from Roman and similar "to Muslim
traditions.

AL ZABAH is different from every form of killing animals
practiced in the West. As opposed to slaughter, AI Zabah,
is well defined - a divinely ordained method with sanctions,
rules and regulations.

AL ZABAH is the method of bleeding the animal. Less

painful but very much like the bleeding of a donor (unlike

the latter, the animal is bled to death).

The death of the animal is quickened by initiating a massive

haemorrhage (as compared to bleeding a donor from a vein

in the arm to collect 340 ml in 10 minutes approximately)

by an appropriate cut (a sharp, deep one in the front of the

neck).

AL ZABAH is Anaesthesia as we understand anaesthesia

today, as opposed to stunning, the primitive form of

anaesthesia man has abandoned years ago. The so-called

Humane Killers are merely mechanized forms of stunning

introduced to ensure a high thorough put (number of killed

animals) to suite the mechanized meat packing industry.

The pistol produced brain damage on the same principle as

the Poleaxes - used before mechanization of meat industry.

AL ZABAH provides humanely, bloodless (hygienic and

tasteful) meat like that of veal (white meat, of calf).

Two fundamental principles

Allah has laid down two fundamental principles concerning

human health and humaneness to animals in context of

slaying them for food.

The command of Allah embodying the said principles in the

Qur'an reads as follows:-

“You are forbidden to eat that which dies of itself; and blood

and swine's flesh; and that, on which the name of any

besides Allah has been invoked; that which has been

strangulated, or killed by a blow, or by a fall or by the horns

of another beast; and that which has been eaten up by a

wild beast except what you shall kill (purify) yourself; that

which has been sacrificed on idols. It is likewise unlaw-ful

for you to make division by casting lots with arrows. This is

an impiety."

Before the fatal incision is made the slayer has to pronounce

the words" In the name of Allah" the pronouncement is

called Tasmiah. 

It is clear from the above that animals dying naturally

and/or accidentally from any of the accidents enumerated

above are unlawful unless killed before they are dead. They

are purified by draining away the impure blood. This

allowance (legal provision) because of which believer

hastens to bleed the animal constitutes an incentive to be

kind to the animal. 

Tasmiah

Purifying Animal Meat

Natural death can be agonizing arid death from the

accidental injuries enumerated above is certainly agonizing.

The agony suffered by animal in whatever case is

terminated by rendering it insensitive to pain - by bleeding

it.

Physical, Physiological and Psychological Reasons



Some of the reasons of the prohibition of blood can be

easily understood. Blood carries nutrients and chemicals to

the tissues and brings back the waste products of tissue

metabolism into the circulation. These waste products of

tissue metabolism are harmful to the body and are

separated from the blood in the kidney. The concentrated

solution of these harmful chemicals is excreted in the form

of urine. Urine is thus the part of fluid blood.

If the objective is to drain away all the fluid blood in the

circulation then what are the physiological and anatomical

requisites. It is obvious that blood contained in a closed

circuit can only be let out by cutting the blood vessels.

Deployment of an incision to cut, vessels and the overlying

skin is therefore absolutely essential. The larger the blood

vessel, and greater number that is cut open, greater will be

the amount of blood poured out through them. It is also

obvious that the best place anatomically to cut these vessels

is the neck where four major vessels are accessible, lying

not far from the skin. It is also evident that the longer the

heart beats from the moment the vessels are cut open and

the more strongly it beats, the greater will be the blood loss.

Conversely the animal which is half dead will bleed only

half the time. It is also understandable that the stronger the

suction effects of the lungs in the form of rapid and deep

breathing greater will be the amount of blood sucked into

the heart from the periphery, in turn to be pumped out, and

thus thrown out of the body. Rapid breathing also assures

adequate oxygenation of tissues and prevents stagnant an

anoxia (lack of oxygen) which interferes with the P.H. of the

tissues. P.H. of the blood is very important in extracting the

blood from the tissues and influences the keeping quality of

the meat. It is also conceivable that the squeezing action of

the muscles on the blood vessels is essential to pour out the

last drop of blood. All these factors are operative only and

only when the blood vessels in the neck are severed while

the animal is conscious with a normal vaso motor centre, a

normal heart and normal circulatory and normal

respiratory centre.

Students of physiology would appreciate that Zabah induces

haemorrhagic shock, in which all the fluid blood is attracted

into the circulation and escapes through the cut vessels,

whereas the opposite happens when the animals are

stunned first. Stunning in addition to being painful is less

efficient way of bleeding. In stunning the animal cannot be

bled unless the animal is brought under control by which

time the animal could be dead (its heart stopped due to

shock) there is then no point in bleeding.

Arterial Baroreceptors

Arterial baroreceptors are vitally important in the short

term (seconds to minutes) control of mean arterial pressure

(MAP) but are unimportant in determining the long-term

level of MAP. This based primarily on two observations:

first, those baroreceptors rapidly reset to the prevailing level

of MAP and second, that total baroreceptor enervation has

no lasting effect on the average daily MAP, although the

variability of MAP is increased dramatically. This is the

similar case when slaying animals and in purifying process

of the meat from the blood, in a very short term (seconds to

minutes). The Arterial Baroreceptors & MAP have thus a

very essential action during Zabh.

Statement made by Lord Horder, G.C.V.O., M.D., F.R.C.P.

“Careful and critical scrutinizing of this method of

slaughtering leaves me in no doubt whatever that it is

fraught with less risk of pain to the animal than any other

method at present practiced”.

Statement made by Sir C. A. Lovatt Evans, D.Sc. F.R.S.

(Emeritus Professor of Physiology, London University)

“My opinion as a physiologist is that I should think this

method is as humane as any other method in use or likely

to be brought into use for the purpose. To consider that the

animal suffers appreciable pain is, in my opinion, quite

absurd. I consider the method to be equal to any”.

BY: Dr. Jawad Hidmi (PhD) Applied Poultry Science and

Pathology / London Member of the World Poultry Science

Association (WPSA) / London / The Hague (Netherlands).

Member of the Medical Scientific Society - Harvard (USA).

Member of the American Meat Science Association

(AMSA)-(USA)

Red Alert On Halal Meat
By Nicholas Robinson

Halal meat consumers

have been put on "red alert"

and advised to buy from

dedicated halal plants for

"doubt-free" products.



Muslim consumers are in a state of alarm since a series
of halal meat products were revealed to contain traces of
pork DNA after testing. As a result, the Association of
Non Stun Abattoirs (ANSA), has issued the "red alert" to
Muslim consumers in light of the discovery of pork DNA
in products in Birmingham.

Halal Market
Currently the halal market in the UK is worth £3bn and
ANSA said it was common knowledge that the vast
majority of the companies in the halal sector are
non-Muslim companies with halal claims on the label.

An investigation carried out by ANSA showed that
around four million Muslims, which is 3% of the UK's
population, eat 27% of the lamb and 40% of the poultry
produced here. "Given this and the fact that the
European halal food market is worth approximately
£15bn, serving over 50m Muslims – a population
estimated to have grown by more than 140% in the last
decade (according to Halal Industries Group) – it is little
wonder that mainstream retailers and wholesalers want
to tap into halal," said ANSA.

As a result of mixed Muslim and non-Muslim processing
companies, ANSA is calling on local authorities across
the UK to work with the FSA's guidance on halal. It said
this should be done to "safeguard Muslim consumers
under the law from food fraud and from unscrupulous
businesses".
Halal meat must be killed in accordance to a set of
Islamic rules to be called halal and, subsequently,
labelling something as halal when it has not been
prepared in accordance with the rules of the religion, can
be deemed as fraud.

Follow FSA Guidance

However, so far, investigations have suggested that trace
contaminants may not be a result of fraud and are likely
to be a result of hygiene standards that may not be as
detailed as they should be. ANSA cited the director of
operations at the FSA Andrew Rhodes, who said
contamination was due to the same machine used for two
different products – halal and non-halal.

Contamination

Meat industry bodies have suggested that processors
should try to have separate lines for halal and non-halal,
or sanitise processing lines as thoroughly as possible.
However, ANSA has urged local authorities to fully adopt
the FSA's guidance on halal foods "with immediate effect".
This way, it said, the industry can "build bridges and
gain the lost confidence from Muslim consumers".

 






















Allah's Miracles
in the Holy Quran

Fourteen centuries ago, Allah sent down the Qur'an. This

book of guidance and wisdom calls man to the truth and

instructs all human beings to adhere to the values which

this mighty revelation contains. From the day of its

revelation to the Day of Judgement, this last divine book

will remain as the sole guide for humanity. The book of

Allah states, "But it is nothing less than a Reminder to all

the worlds." (Qur'an, 68:52) 

Scientists today are able to observe the formation of stars

from a hot gas cloud. Formation from a warm mass of gas

also applies to the creation of the universe. The creation of

the universe as described in the Qur'an confirms this

scientific discovery in the following verse:

He placed firmly embedded mountains on it,

towering over it, and blessed it and measured out its

nourishment in it, laid out for those who seek it-all

in four days. Then He turned to heaven when it was

smoke and said to it and to the Earth, "Come

willingly or unwillingly." They both said, "We come

willingly." (Qur'an, 41:10-11)

The Arabic word for "samaa'," translated here as "heaven,"

refers to the entire universe. The word "dukhaanun" for

"smoke" describes the matter before the universe took its

shape-the hot, cosmic smoke present during the creation of

the universe, as now acknowledged by scientist.5 This

word in the Qur'an, in pinpoint fashion, describes this

smoke very accurately for it is a warm body of gas

containing mobile particles connected to solid substances.

Here, the Qur'an has employed the most appropriate word

from the Arabic language for describing the appearance of

this phase of the universe. Let us note that only in the 20th

century have scientists discovered that the universe

emerged from a hot gas in the form of smoke.

In addition, the word "thumma," translated as "then" in the

expression "Then He turned to heaven when it was smoke,"

bears other meanings such as "at this, in 

Creation From Hot Smoke

addition, furthermore, moreover, again, once more." Here,

"thumma" is employed not as an expression of time, but as

an additional clarification.

The fact that such information about the creation of the

universe is given in the Qur'an is nothing short of a miracle

of the Qur'an.

Another verse about the creation of the heavens is as

follows: 

Do not the unbelievers see that the heavens and the

Earth were sewn together and then We unstitched

them and that We made from water every living

thing? So will they not believe? (Qur'an, 21:30)

The word "ratq" translated as "sewn to" means "mixed in

each, blended" in the Arabic vernacular. It is used to refer

to two different substances that make up a whole. The

phrase "we unstitched" is the verb "fataqa" in Arabic and

implies that something comes into being by tearing apart

or destroying the structure of things that are sewn to one

another. The sprouting of a seed from the soil is one of

the actions to which this verb is applied.

Let us take a look at the verse again. In the verse, sky and

earth are at first subject to the status of "ratq." They are

separated (fataqa) with one coming out of the other.

Intriguingly, when we think about the first moments of the

Big Bang, we see that the entire matter of the universe

collected at one single point. In other words,

everything-including "the heavens and earth" which were

not created yet-were in an interwoven and inseparable

condition. Then, this point exploded violently, causing its

matter to disunite.

The Separation Of The
Heavens And The Earth

(Boxer)

Say: He is Allah,Say: He is Allah,
The One and OnlyThe One and Only
Say: He is Allah,
The One and Only



The Creation Of What Lies
Between The Heavens And
The Earth

The Qur'an contains a great many verses concerning the 

creation of the Earth, the heavens and what lies between: 

We did not create the heavens and Earth and

everything between them, except with truth. The

Hour is certainly coming, so turn away graciously.

(Qur'an, 15:85)

Everything in the heavens and everything on the

Earth and everything in between them and

everything under the ground belongs to Him.

(Qur'an, 20:6)

We did not create heaven and Earth and everything

in between them as a game. (Qur'an, 21:16)

Scientists state that first of all, a mass of hot gas increased

in density. This mass later divided into smaller parts to

form galactic matter and later still, the stars and planets.

To put it another way, the Earth along with stars around it,

are all parts which separated from a united body of gas.

Some of these parts brought the suns and planets into

being, thus leading to the emergence of the many Solar

Systems and galaxies. As we have set out in earlier sections

of this book, the universe was first in a state of "ratq"

(fusion: combined together, united) and then became

"fataqa" (divided into parts). The emergence of the universe

is described with the most suitable words in the Qur'an, in

such a way as to confirm the scientific accounts.

On the occasion of every division, a few particles remained

outside the new, fundamental bodies forming in space. The

scientific name for these extra particles is "interstellar

galactic material." Interstellar matter consists of 60% of

hydrogen, 38% of helium and 2% of all other elements. Of

the interstellar matter, 99% consists of interstellar gas and

1% of interstellar dust, which probably consists of heavy 

elements in small particles of 0.0001 to 0.001 mm in

diameter.8 Scientists regard these substances as very

important from the point of view of astrophysical

measurements. These substances are so fine as to be

capable of being regarded as dust, smoke or gas. However,

when one considers these substances as a whole, they

represent a larger mass than the total of all the galaxies in

space. Although the existence of this interstellar galactic

matter was only discovered in 1920, attention was drawn to

the existence of these particles, described as

"maa baynahuma"-translated as "everything between them"

-hundreds of years ago in the Qur'an. 

COME TO THE WAY OF ALLAH



Hadith Corner
In Islamic terminology, the term hadith refers to

reports of statements or actions of prophet

Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him), or

of his tacit approval or criticism of something said

or done in his presence. The word sunnah (custom)

is also used in reference to a normative custom of

prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon

him) or the early Muslim community.

"O Muadh, I advise you: fear Allah, speak the truth, fulfill

promise, pay up trust, give up breach of trust, save your

neighbor, show kindness to orphans, be modest in talk,

spread peace, do good deeds, stick to faith, earn knowledge

about the Qur'an, love the next world, fear rendering of

accounts... O Muadh, I forbid you: Don't tell a truthful man

liar, don't follow any sin, don't disobey a just judge, and

don't create disorder in land. O Muadh, I give you

instruction: Fear Allah while passing by each stone, tree,

and heaps of earth. Make repentance anew after committing

any sin. Repent secretly for secret sin and openly for open

sin." (Imam Ghazzali's Ihya Ulum-Id-Din (The Book of

Religious Learnings

"Be mindful of Allah, [for] you will find Him before you.

Get to know Allah in prosperity, and He will know you in

adversity. Know that what has passed you by was not going

to befall you, and that what has befallen you was not going

to pass you by. And know that victory comes with patience,

relief with affliction, and ease with hardship." (Tirmidhi)

“Those who have mercy will receive the mercy of the Most

Merciful. Have mercy on those who are on earth, the One

in heavens will have mercy on you."

(Tirmidhi)"

... Everyone thought that the Prophet (saas) honoured him

more. Whoever came to him could see his face.... He used

to call his companions by their surnames with honour and

he used to give one surname who had no surname.... He

was very affectionate and kind in dealing with the people....

Nobody could speak loudly in his assembly."

(Imam Ghazzali's Ihya Ulum-Id-Din.

Allah, the Exalted, the Glorious, has ordained for every
servant amongst His Creation five things: his death, his
action, his abode, the places of his moving about and his
means of sustenance. (Tirmidhi)

3. Who hates to revert to Atheism (disbelief) as he hates to
be thrown into the fire." (Bukhari)

1. The one to whom Allah and His Apostle becomes dearer
than anything else. 

2. Who loves a person and he loves him only for Allah's sake. 

Muslims are brothers to one another. They should neither
cheat, lie, nor humiliate each other. (Tirmidhi)

The strong man is not the one who is strong in wrestling,
but the one who controls himself in anger. (Sahih Bukhari)

“Be mindful of Allah and He will protect you. Be mindful of
Allah, and you will find Him in front of you.” (Tirmidhi)"

A Muslim is the one who avoids harming Muslims with his
tongue and hands. And a Muhajir (emigrant) is the one
who gives up (abandons) all what Allah has forbidden.
" (Sahih Bukhari)"

Whoever possesses the following three qualities will have the
sweetness (delight) of faith: 



 Special Sessions for special needs (Deaf) people.







Gents:   Mon – Sat  07.00 – 09.30pm
Tues & Wed  10.00 – 12.00 noon (Tajweed)Ladies:  

Free Quran, Tajweed & Islamic Studies Classes. Marriage Bureau & Introductions – if you are
looking for a marriage partner:  

Sunday/Monday between 2.00 – 4.00 pm. 
Fridays between 3.00 – 6.00 pm on 0121 446 4157

 Marriage registrations/Nikah ceremonies – 
A  registered venue for Islamic & civil marriages –
0121 440 5355 or enquiries@centralmosque.org.uk

 Family Counselling Clinic/Shariah Council – 
This department deals with family problems and
marriage/divorce disputes and endeavours to resolve
through mediation and counselling. Telephone advice
every Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday
between 4.30 – 7.30 pm
on 0121 446 4157 
Saturday (appointments only) 10.00 am – 12.00.

 Religious Education visits –
Comprehensive guided tours of the building plus
presentations/Q&A sessions by qualified faith guides. 
For bookings, Information and availability  
Please contact main office 0121 440 5355 
or mosque.visit@btconnect.com

 Supplementary School for children – 

Faith Supplementary school for children: 
Weekdays 5.00 – 7.00 pm. After school classes for
learning Salah, Qur'an, Hadith etc. 

Our Departments & Services


Weddings, funerals, Khatams, seminars, meetings etc.
For bookings and availability please visit our
web: www.centralmosque.org.uk
or contact main office 0121 440 5355

Our Banqueting  facilities for available for private
functions such as: 

To Advertise In Our Newsletter, Please Contact The Mosque Office

Tel: 0121 440 5355, Email: enquiries@centralmosque.org.uk

This monthly newsletter is distributed  every month at various locations

Birmingham Central Mosque’s Banqueting and 
Conference Halls are available for 

For availability, charges and booking, please 
contact the mosque office via 0121 440 5355 or 

enquiries@centralmosque.org.uk 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Sitting arrangements for upto 500 people 

Stage and background décor 
Catering and cutlery supplies 
Chairs and Tables covers 
Male/female Muslim waiters/waitresses 
Free car parking 

Weddings/ Engagements 

Family Gatherings 

Community Events 

Khatams, meetings etc 

Conferences / Seminars etc...

The Dawn is distributed free in many city mosques on the last Friday of every 
month.  It is also sent to other religious and educational institutions, libraries, 

hospitals and prisons. However, any individual wishing to receive a copy regularly 
for a year by post is requested to complete this slip and return it with a minimum 

donation of , to the mosque at the address below.£10  

Monthly Newsletter ‘The Dawn’  

Please make all cheques payable to
‘Birmingham Central Mosque Trust’

Please State if it is a new membership or a renewed one 

Please Send me Copy (copies) of Dawn

Newsletter, I have enclosed a donation of £

Name

Address

Post Code

Managing Editorial Board
Dr. M. Naseem, Ch. M. Sarwar, Ch. Abdul Rashid

FREE Classes for New Muslims or Muslim withFREE Classes for New Muslims or Muslim with
Little UnderstandingLittle Understanding

FREE Classes for New Muslims or Muslim with
Little Understanding

How to do wudu perform prayers, read the Holy
Qura'an and basic knowledge on Islamic practices. 

Sundays 12.30 – 1.30pm | Saturdays 2pm - 4pm (Men Only)
Saturdays 2pm - 4pm (Ladies Only)

Please Contact For More Information
enquiries@centralmosque.org.uk OR 0121 440 5355

Obtain - from the mosque office.
Free Copies of the holy Quran and

Prophet Muhammad's (PBUH) biographies.
Any financial contributions towards our “Dawah

Projects” would really be appreciated and considered
as “Sadqa-e-Jaria”. Individuals can donate on behalf
of their loved ones and deceased in the mosque office.

 Library, Literature & Faith Conversion Services

Daily 2.00 – 4.00 pm. Meet one of our Islamic scholars
for any question about Islam to minimise misconceptions
and misunderstanding about this beautiful religion.

Funeral Services & Mortuary – 
Complete funeral arrangements at very reasonable
charges. Please contact
Mr. Abdul Haq: 0121 440 7353, 07791 837 794 



Sheikh Qari M. Ismail
Every Friday After Maghrib Prayers

Maulana Abdul Hadi Al-Omri
Monday & Wednesday after Zuhr prayers (Urdu).

Dars-e-Qur'an (Tafseer) and Hadith.

Monthly Spiritual Gathering of

“Zikr-o-Naat”“Zikr-o-Naat”“Zikr-o-Naat”
Last Friday of every month 

st7.00 – 10.00pm – i.e 31  May 2013.

Speeches in English and Urdu.Speeches in English and Urdu.
Brothers, sisters and children are welcome.Brothers, sisters and children are welcome.
(segregated area for ladies)(segregated area for ladies)
Food is served at the end.Food is served at the end.

Speeches in English and Urdu.
Brothers, sisters and children are welcome.
(segregated area for ladies)
Food is served at the end.

777313131201320132013
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“Indeed prayers are enjoined on believers at a stated time. “-Al-Quran 4:103
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